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POPULAR TALKERS EMAILED VOTED YEAR AGODenver sheriff's deputy suspected of
sexual assault on a child
By Kieran Nicholson 
The Denver Post 
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A Denver sheriff's deputy has been arrested on suspicion of sexual
assault on a child by a person in position of trust.

Mark Davis, 49, is being held at the Jefferson County Jail, according to a
Denver Police Department media release.

Investigators are concerned that Davis, who has lived in the Montbello
area for over 20 years, may have victimized other children, some of whom
may now be adults, police said.

Police declined to disclose details about why they believe more people
may have been victimized.

Davis was arrested Sunday in Denver without incident. He's being held in
Jefferson County as a precautionary measure for his safety.

He has been placed on leave from the Denver Sheriff's Department
pending the results of the investigation.

The criminal charge being investigated against Davis does not involve his official duties or responsibilities as a
deputy, police said.

Davis has worked the sheriff's office for 14 years.

Anyone with information on the suspect, or additional alleged victims, is asked to call police at 720 913-2000 or
call Crime Stoppers at 720 913-STOP (7867).

Information can be sent by text to CRIMES (274637) then title DMCS and enter a message or send an e-mail
to metro-denvercrimestoppers.com.

Kieran Nicholson: 303-954-1822 or knicholson@denverpost.com.
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1776forever wrote:keep in mind this is a sheriff's county deputy and not a
denver city police officer.

..and we should care BECAUSE...? Is there a point to that? What are you implying here?

D. B. | 11:45 PM on Wednesday Oct 6 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

Barron wrote:

joe hardhat wrote:

smallblocks wrote:He looks like a fine
representative of the sheriffs dept. Does this
department have any fitness standards or any
standards whatsoever?
If this guy is guilty let's hope he bails out so we can
hunt him down in the streets for some true justice.
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I suspect he was a diversity hire.

You have to wonder what it feels like to go on a public forum and declare to
everyone that you are an ignorant bigot.

Well said. I guess for him there's no wonder...

D. B. | 11:38 PM on Wednesday Oct 6 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

BadKarma4U wrote:Normally I would agree with you. But the DPD & DSO
have proven themselves incapable of telling the truth EACH and EVERY
WEEK for the last 3 MONTHS.

All because the Manager of the Dept of Safety is unwilling to clean house
and make necessary changes to the culture of Denver law enforcement.

So when it is an Officer, or Deputy, the public now does presume GUILT
instead of innocence, and rightfully so.

That's an ignorant comment, but then again as they say, consider the source....

D. B. | 11:35 PM on Wednesday Oct 6 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

BadKarma4U wrote:In my opinion, the police should tell the TRUTH in their
reports, quit beating and killing people unnecessarily, and be held to the
same standard as the public.

But we both know neither is going to happen.

I'd really like a pony, but ponies are not on topic for this thread.

MM M | 10:54 AM on Tuesday Oct 5 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

joe hardhat wrote:

smallblocks wrote:He looks like a fine representative of the
sheriffs dept. Does this department have any fitness standards
or any standards whatsoever?
If this guy is guilty let's hope he bails out so we can hunt him
down in the streets for some true justice.

I suspect he was a diversity hire.

You have to wonder what it feels like to go on a public forum and declare to everyone that
you are an ignorant bigot.

Dina Collins | 9:30 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse
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DevilDawg wrote:Going once...twice....trice....

3

Welcome aboard, DevilDawg. It took me about a month to figure out this highly complex
site. Seems that you're a quick study. Don't be a stranger. Keep commenting. You're real
funny.

Laura K | 8:40 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

BadKarma4U wrote:I'm good at finding stuff on the web.

I bet he has some videos of himself romping on the kiddies out there.

If I find one, DA Morrissey will watch in slow motion, consider the
circumstances, then decide the contact was due to an unintentional to
loss of balance. Just a bathing accident.

John, you are really in the zone on this one today. Great posts. I think things are getting
to the point where you and a couple of others, like Erudite, could book a sold out comedy
club routine in LoDo. Keep up the good work!

Laura K | 8:27 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

SAD IF THOSE MOLESTED, NOW ADULTS, LET HIM MOLEST OTHERS.

I do not recall ever seeing a Denver Sheriff's Deputy who is not overweight.
So this is not an issue.

He is innocent until proven guilty.
I hope he is proven innocent.

Anyone can make a false allegation of sexual assault.

Robert Gift | 8:22 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

Gibby wrote:Interesting, Denver deputy molests child.

Topicss of discussion
1: making fun of him being fat (nothing to do with case)
2: politics (nothing to do with the case)
3: Booker's death (nothing to do with the case)
4: ex inmates reminising about how tuff their prison was (nothing to do with
the case.

No discussion of the issues, approriate sentencing, identifying and assisting
victims. 

Seems to be typical of this board though. Grind you ax, whether it's relevant
or not and find ways to attack and/or make fun of them. 

My opinion, if convicted he should do his time in general population in a
Colorado prison. If he acts as a common criminal he should be treated as
one. If guilty he violated the public trust and certainly does not deserve any
special treatment for wearing a badge. Despite the over macho claims from
the ex inmates, his history would not insure the response they predict. There
are a suprising number of ex Colorado cops in prison, in Colorado, including
sex offenders. Many sex offenders are victimized in prison. However it's
consistently the weak and timid ones (as many sex offenders are) who are
targeted. Those who are physically strong and/or willing to do gang
buisness, the prison gangs tend to turn a blind eye. If this man is inocent I
hope the evidence proves that. If he's guilty I hope he is convicted and reaps
what he has sown.
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Yeah. Pathetic huh? Well, I suppose you'd have to live here in the big city and pick up the
tab for all of the settlements and lawsuits the DA and City Attorney have tendered as a
result of the actions of the Denver Police and Sheriff's Departments recently. If you, there
in Sterling, lived and experienced it, then perhaps you might have a different perception
and understanding of the frustration and the humor expressed on this forum. Sometimes
all one can do is to express your frustration and laugh at how pathetic the level of law
enforcement accountability is here in Denver. 

I beg to differ. Some of the comment content you cite as irrelevant has everything to do
with this case. However, I appreciate and respect your opinion ... and your right to
express it.
However out of touch with the mood and frustrations of those living here in the big city. Do
you work at the Gray Bar Hotel there in Sterling?

vern o | 7:26 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

Gibby wrote:Interesting, Denver deputy molests child.

Topicss of discussion
1: making fun of him being fat (nothing to do with case)
2: politics (nothing to do with the case)
3: Booker's death (nothing to do with the case)
4: ex inmates reminising about how tuff their prison was (nothing to do with
the case.
No discussion of the issues, approriate sentencing, identifying and assisting
victims. 
Seems to be typical of this board though. Grind you ax, whether it's relevant
or not and find ways to attack and/or make fun of them.

We do have our ways, don't we? 8) Thank goodness we have guards like you watching
how we behave, and mess around, down here in Denver! 

Now, for my topics for discussion:
Which shift do you work there in Sterling, as I don't think prisoners have access to the
internet, yet. 
1. Are you a "stocky" person yourself? 
2. Of which political persuasion? 
3. Mr. Booker was a temporary resident at the Denver city jail where the corpulant deputy
was employed. 
4. Valued insight was gained, by me at least, of the fate of child molesters in prison by the
ex-con. 

Thanks for your additional insights from Sterling. We are in you debt. :P

Erudite D | 7:12 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

Gibby wrote:Interesting, Denver deputy molests child.

Topicss of discussion
1: making fun of him being fat (nothing to do with case)
2: politics (nothing to do with the case)
3: Booker's death (nothing to do with the case)
4: ex inmates reminising about how tuff their prison was (nothing to do with
the case.

Topic of discussion

Will DA Morrissey actually charge, and prosecute a law enforcement officer with a crime?

Unlikely.

John K | 6:35 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse
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Interesting, Denver deputy molests child.

Topicss of discussion
1: making fun of him being fat (nothing to do with case)
2: politics (nothing to do with the case)
3: Booker's death (nothing to do with the case)
4: ex inmates reminising about how tuff their prison was (nothing to do with the case.

No discussion of the issues, approriate sentencing, identifying and assisting victims. 

Seems to be typical of this board though. Grind you ax, whether it's relevant or not and
find ways to attack and/or make fun of them. 

My opinion, if convicted he should do his time in general population in a Colorado prison.
If he acts as a common criminal he should be treated as one. If guilty he violated the
public trust and certainly does not deserve any special treatment for wearing a badge.
Despite the over macho claims from the ex inmates, his history would not insure the
response they predict. There are a suprising number of ex Colorado cops in prison, in
Colorado, including sex offenders. Many sex offenders are victimized in prison. However
it's consistently the weak and timid ones (as many sex offenders are) who are targeted.
Those who are physically strong and/or willing to do gang buisness, the prison gangs
tend to turn a blind eye. If this man is inocent I hope the evidence proves that. If he's
guilty I hope he is convicted and reaps what he has sown.

Scott G | 6:22 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

DevilDawg wrote:5...

Yippie...Free at last, free at last. Thank God Almighty I am free at last.

Now let's see if I can excercise my right to vote on a denver post news
article...after going through more requirements than it takes an illegal to vote
for president.

Congratulations DevilDawg!! You've just shattered the record for five consecutive posts in
the shortest period of time! The Administrator has your prize.

vern o | 5:57 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

scottster76 wrote:innocent until proven guilty

Too bad the DPD doesn't afford the citizens the same respect

Harry Ness | 5:54 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

.

MY A | 5:39 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse

gardengirl wrote:

MM2 wrote:

harpomarx wrote:
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harpomarx wrote:
In my opinion, for the purposes of this forum, he's
a Denver cop. Denver Police, Denver Sheriff - the
distinction is only a matter of semantics.

Both the highway patrol and CDOT are under the leadership of
Governor Ritter. In my opinion, for the purposes of this forum,
the highway patrol ought to be patching asphalt during their
slower times of day.

State Patrol and CDOT are completely different departments. Not even in
the same zip code.

Careful there Gardengirl. Don't give 'em any ideas, lest we all be staring at the
introduction of the Department Consolidation and Zip Code Enhancement Bill of 2010.
:wink:

vern o | 5:34 PM on Monday Oct 4 | Reply to this comment

       Report Abuse
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